Active Shooter – The FBI Active Shooter Resource provides materials for use by law enforcement agencies and other first responders in order to ensure that the country’s law enforcement agencies are prepared for active shooter and mass casualty incidents.

Cyber Investigation Certification Program (CICP) – The Cyber Investigation Certification Program (CICP) is a multi-level curriculum available to all LEEP users designed to teach law enforcement personnel the technical skills they need to conduct cyber investigations.

The initial module, CICP First Responders was released in 2015 teaches initial responders how to survey and secure today’s crime scene with an increasing amount of digital artifacts. It also increases a first responders’ technical knowledge by focusing on the investigative methodology specific to a cyber-investigation. The user will build on this knowledge in the next course in the curriculum - CICP Level 1 which was released in 2017. Level 1 is a four-investigation series designed for beginning to intermediate detectives and focuses on four separate technical investigations most common to today’s investigators: Digital Harassment, Online Fraud, Child Enticement, and Identity Theft. Level II is currently in development and will focus on advanced cyber investigations.

Cyber Shield Alliance (CSA) – FBI Cybersecurity partnership initiative developed for Law Enforcement (LE) to proactively defend and counter cyber threats against LE networks and critical technologies.

Drawbridge - Operation Drawbridge is a Texas DPS border security system which assists federal and state law enforcement agencies in monitoring criminal activity along the Texas-Mexico border. Further access into this site requires additional vetting and approval by the Texas Rangers’ Border Security Operations Center (BSOC).

eGuardian – A system that allows law enforcement, law enforcement support and force protection personnel the ability to report, track, and share threats, events and suspicious activities with a potential nexus to terrorism, cyber or other criminal activity.

Enterprise File Transfer Service (EFTS) – Provides all LEEP users with a web interface to securely share and transmit files.
FACE Services – The Facial Analysis, Comparison, and Evaluation (FACE) Services Unit at the Criminal Justice Information Services (CJIS) Division provides support in the form of investigative leads for the FBI. Using face recognition (FR) software, Biometric Images Specialists (BISs) compare submitted photographs of subjects who are the focus of Type 1 & 2, and Type 5 assessments (as well as those under active FBI investigations) with face photos housed in selected internal and external databases.

FBI Laboratory Contributor Portal – The FBI Laboratory Contributor Portal allows non-FBI law enforcement contributors to submit a Request for Laboratory Examination, check status of casework, and retrieve released Laboratory Reports. Due to technical limitations, users with RISSNET as their identity provider cannot currently submit requests through the Contributor Portal.

FBI Virtual Academy (VA) – The FBI’s enterprise training system which provides access to all FBI training that is available to the FBI’s criminal justice and intelligence partners.

Innocence Lost Database SE/Web-Archival Tool – This system allows LE members and partners to centralize LES victims, pimps/associates, NCMEC child reports (suspected victims of child sex trafficking), and intelligence associated with child sex trafficking/human trafficking matters. System allows users to further analyze actionable leads with available LES records and NCMEC intelligence.

Internet Crime Complaint Center (IC3) – IC3 receives, develops, and refers criminal complaints regarding cyber crime.

Intelink/Intelink Chat – Secure portal for integrated intelligence dissemination and collaboration efforts.

JusticeConnect – Is a user-driven, real-time tool that allows users across agencies to communicate, collaborate, and interact with each other through various applications such as communities of interest, wikis, blogs, forums, and activities.

Justice Enterprise File Sharing (JEFS) – This application provides cloud hosted capabilities for file/folder sharing. It has the ability to transfer files up to 4GB.
Joint Automated Booking System (JABS) – The U.S. Department of Justice’s Joint Automated Booking System (JABS) is an information-sharing system and conduit for exchanging biometric information with FBI CJIS’s Next Generation Identification (NGI) system. JABS contains information from DOJ Components, such as ATF, BOP, DEA, FBI, USMS, as well as other federal agencies such as DHS Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE), Customs and Border Protection (CBP), and Secret Service and some federally-recognized tribal agencies.

The data may include biographic information about the arrestee such as identifying numbers, general personal data, work-related data, vehicle information, names of associates; prescription drugs used by suspect, arrest information (e.g., time, date, location), date of offense, jail location, charge and disposition. Biometric information about the arrestee may include finger and palm prints, photos, and scars, marks, and tattoos.

Law Enforcement Officers Killed and Assaulted (LEOKA) Program Data Collection – The LEOKA Program Data Collection includes incidents in which law enforcement officers are killed and assaulted in the line of duty. This data is collected for publication, research, and instructional purposes. Through these services, KEOKA strives to provide potentially lifesaving information.

Malware Investigator – An automated system that analyzes suspected malware samples and quickly returns technical information about the samples to its users so they can understand the samples' functionality. It combines dynamic and static analysis tools to assess how the sample interacts within various types of host environments. It also allows users to correlate samples and collaborate with others to “connect dots” between cyber events.

National Data Exchange (N-DEx) – A powerful automated investigative tool that provides law enforcement agencies with the ability to search, link, analyze, and share criminal justice information.

National Domestic Communications Assistance Center (NDCAC) – An assistance center designed to focus on Law Enforcement’s challenges with communications services, training, and coordination needs. Users must be vetted law enforcement personnel.

National Gang Intelligence Center (NGIC) – A multi-agency effort that integrates gang information from local, state, and federal law enforcement entities to serve as a centralized intelligence resource for gang information and analytical support.

NICS E-check – National Instant Criminal Background Check System Electronic Check (NICS E-Check) – The NICS E-Check can be used by law enforcement/criminal justice agencies conducting firearm background checks for authorized purposes.
Protective Intelligence eXchange (PIX) – Information Sharing System designed to assist US law enforcement agencies providing protective services to public officials in assessing the risk of an unwanted outcome that a person of interest may pose to a protected person. PIX is a database containing the names and selected identifiers of persons subject to a protective intelligence investigation by member agencies.

Regional Information Sharing Systems network (RISSNET) – The RISSNET Portal provides secure access to services and resources to more than 9,000 local, state, tribal, and federal law enforcement agencies as well as public safety and Critical Infrastructure/Key Resource (CI/KR) communities. RISS’ federated partnership with LEEP allows RISS to provide different levels of authorization to LEEP users based upon user attributes sent to RISS by the LEEP on behalf of the user.

Relativity - The Criminal Division Relativity Service is for joint cases with the Criminal Division where the Criminal Division hosts the records on their Relativity environment.

Repository for Individuals of Special Concern (RISC) – Provides a rapid, mobile biometric search of "high value" subjects, to include Wanted Persons with FBI numbers in the NCIC entry, Immigration Violator File Records, Sexual Offender Registry subjects, and Known or Appropriately Suspected Terrorists.

Scrap Theft Alert – Web-based theft alert system developed by the Institute of Scrap Recycling Industries, Inc. to help in the fight against metals theft. STA is available free of charge to law enforcement, recyclers, corporate security, and property owners. Registration is easy and allows registered users to post theft alerts that are broadcast to all system users within a 100-mile radius via their email address. This radius can be expanded when warranted.

Special Interest Group (SIG) – A Special Interest Group (SIG) is a web-based platform which is designed to allow local, state, tribal, federal and international partners to share and store information as a means to enhance collaboration with law enforcement, intelligence and emergency management communities. In conjunction with the launch of JusticeConnect, SIG requests are now being reviewed and created on a case-by-case basis. You can obtain additional information on JusticeConnect by logging into LEEP and selecting the JusticeConnect icon.

Symbol Affiliation Library (SAL) – Scars, Marks, Tattoos, and Symbols (SMTS), due to their unique design, shape, color, and/or location on the human body, are being used more frequently by law enforcement to identify criminal suspects and/or their victims. The Symbol Affiliation Library (SAL) is a standalone application populated with group and symbol affiliation data to include images, group names, affiliations with larger organizations, location of operations, symbols (e.g., tattoos, graffiti and hand signs) and logos. This data is obtained from government and local law enforcement agencies' security threat reports, research organizations, newspapers/books, and open sources. The SAL is a component of the FACE Services Unit SMTS Program. The Laboratory Division Cryptanalysis, Racketeering, and Records Unit (CRRU) submit images to the SMTS Program for inclusion in the SAL.

Teleporter – A system that allows operational-related files to be shared and moved between law enforcement and partner communities including: state, local, tribal, foreign LE, OGA, and private sector partners. Teleporter is available to anyone who maintains a trusted relationship with the FBI and any individual may be granted temporary access to the Teleporter to simply upload/download files.
Texas DPS Alert Flyer Creation/Distribution (TxAlerts) – An alert flyer application allowing Texas Law Enforcement Agencies to build and distribute flyers for AMBER, Blue, Silver and Missing Endangered individuals.

TXMAP – Texas Department of Public Safety (TXDPS) manages a web mapping and reporting application, TXMAP, for the purpose of facilitating the visual representation and spatial analysis of incident data that includes criminal offenses and investigations, emergency management information, infrastructure data and DPS asset data.

FBI Uplift Service – allows all FBI users to transfer files to FBINet

Use of Force – The National Use-of-Force Data Collection is a statistical collection concerning law enforcement use of force that results in one of the following circumstances: the death of a person; the serious bodily injury of a person; or when a law enforcement officer discharges a firearm at or in the direction of a person.

VALOR Officer Safety and Wellness Program (VALOR) – The Department of Justice, Bureau of Justice Assistance, VALOR Officer Safety and Wellness Program provides critical, no-cost on-site training, eLearning, resources and technical assistance with the goal of changing officers’ behaviors to increase their safety and wellness. LEEP law enforcement users have full access to focused materials including posters, research articles, videos, online training, bulletins, and podcasts on the VALOR Program website.

Virtual Command Center (VCC) – The VCC is a secure common operating platform providing seamless, real-time, situational awareness and critical information management.

Violent Criminal Apprehension Program (ViCAP) – ViCAP Web is a repository for behavioral and investigative information related to criteria Homicides, Sexual Assaults, Missing Persons, and Unidentified Human Remains cases. Authorized users can click on the ViCAP logo to access the database. All other users can go to the ViCAP SIG to obtain information about gaining access and view various ViCAP documents and resources.